We help companies solve hard problems.
We create positive impact by solving hard problems — making your dreams a reality.
About Us

We’re entrepreneurs, engineers, & designers creating your future.

Our passion is bringing your vision of the future to reality. With superior talent, empathetic design, and creative perspective together we can tackle any opportunity.
## Our Specialties

Here’s a short list of the technologies we use regularly. Don’t see something? No worries, we’ll figure it out.

### Languages

- Javascript, Python, Java, Objective-C, C#, PHP, C++, C
- Bash, HTML, CSS

### Frontend Tech

- React.js, Vue.js, AngularJS, jQuery, AJAX, .NET

### Databases

- DynamoDB, Elasticsearch, Postgresql, MongoDB, FireStore, Redis, MySQL, SQLite, Microsoft SQL Server, +more

### Cloud Services

- AWS: EC2, Elastic Beanstalk, Lambda, Ninesis, Firehose, Amazon Elasticsearch, SQS, EMR, AutoScaling, ECR, Batch, API Gateway, Route 53, CloudFront, ELB, +more

### Mobile

- Native iOS, Native Android, React Native

### Design

- Illustrator, Photoshop, Figma, Sketch

### Other

- Official Elasticsearch Contributors, Official Mailgun Contributors, Top-Ranked Zapier Certified Expert, Top-Ranked Integromat Partners, #1 Freshworks Solutions Partner, Salesforce, Shopify
Solution: Dave was in search of a cutting-edge website that would attract customers and investors alike. We refreshed their look to help them acquire users and raise a $100MM investment.
UX/UI & Web Development

**Solution:** Nytec was in search of an industry standard website to help them standout. We updated their digital image to attract the likes of companies like Microsoft, Amazon, Google.

UI/UX, Web Development, Funnel/Ads, Acquisition

**Solution:** Build technology to help Purina launch, test, and acquire customers for an innovative new product in the pet space.
UI/UX, Web Dev, Data Visualization, Big Data

Solution: Needed a way to analyze millions of location data points and build a real time dashboard to draw brand and retail insights. Implement a background location tracking SDK 90% more battery efficient than leading solutions.

Web App, Data Science/Backend, Mobile SDK

Solution: Needed a way to analyze millions of location data points and build a real time dashboard to draw brand and retail insights. Implement a background location tracking SDK 90% more battery efficient than leading solutions.

UI/UX, Web Dev, Data Science/Backend, Mobile SDK

Solution: Created a way to use trillions of location data points to help brands understand their customers, competitors, and foot traffic to their stores over time. Used by clients such as Wendys, Verizon, Best Western, Travel centers, etc.
**UX/UI & Web Development**

**Solution:** ARI needed a digital presence and cutting edge website to help them standout and attract users quickly.

**Strategy, Design, Marketing**

**Solution:** LA lifestyle brand did not know how to go about creating their digital image. We developed an airtight marketing plan to turn a small designer brand into a iconic LA lifestyle brand adorned by celebrities.
We’d love to bring your next idea to life.

Seattle, WA
Austin, TX

hello@outliant.com

512.265.6596